PRECAST PANELS & WALLS
Solid wall systems that combine functionality and aesthetic appeal
Pre-Con precast concrete panels and walls offer building designers, owners and managers solid wall systems with superior aesthetics, durability and construction economy.

Suitable for both structural and non-structural applications, Pre-Con panels and walls are built to last. They are available as complete wall systems with insulation and finished interior surfaces, or as exterior cladding. One of the primary benefits of precast concrete is the virtually limitless architectural effects that can be created – enabling customers to make unique visual statements.

**Built to last**
Made of durable, weatherproof, fire-resistant precast concrete

**Visual appeal**
Variety of colours, textures and patterns

**Readily available**
Manufactured in our quality-controlled plants and installed year-round

**Cost savings**
Reduced construction schedule and on-site labour can lead to cost savings

**Insulated Wall Panels**
Insulated wall panels provide a strong, energy-efficient cladding system

**Solid construction**
Two reinforced precast concrete wythes with a continuous layer of insulation sandwiched between

**Lower energy costs**
Built to the highest standards of thermal efficiency, significantly reducing heating and cooling costs

**Versatile**
Truck docks, drive-in doors, rail sidings and personnel doors can be easily accommodated

**Non-Insulated Wall Panels**
Standard, precast concrete wall panels can outperform most other wall systems

**Quality**
Produced to exact tolerances in a wide variety of dimensional choices to meet building specifications

**Readily available**
Manufactured in our quality-controlled plants and installed year-round

**Smooth, formed finishes**
Enables designers to keep structure exposed when finished

**Architectural Wall Panels**
Combine architectural expression with the economies of precast concrete

**Design flexibility**
Can be cast in almost any colour, form or texture to meet aesthetic and practical requirements

**Lasting beauty**
Long-term effects of weathering often enhance the appearance

**Functional**
Available as insulated or non-insulated panels

---

As a leading provider of architectural and structural precast solutions in Ontario, Pre-Con brings a wealth of experience to every project. We provide innovative design, fabrication and construction services in a variety of market sectors with a commitment to quality and safety. When performance counts, Pre-Con is ready to deliver.
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